
Enforcement for Bicycle and Pedestrian Safety 

• Bike Cleveland 
• Type: Education & safety 
• Bike Cleveland partners with WE BIKE, 

etc. to assist with the implementation of a 
Pedestrian and Bicycle Law Enforcement 
Training Program to help improve 
pedestrian and bicycle safety across 
Greater Cleveland. The training program 
is a partnership between bicycle advocacy 
and local law enforcement. The program is 
paid for with funding from the Centers for 
Disease Control and Prevention. 

• 2014 

County:  All 
(All districts) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
PROGRAM = any organized group activity which is conducted on a trail, bike lane or trail-connected outdoor green space and recurs with some frequencyUse slide #1 to give the basic information for this program.  Replace these instructions in this NOTES section with your story of how this program came to be, and any interesting best practices or lessons learned during development or delivery.REQUIRED:  Provide contact information in case we need to contact you about this program.Name: Jacob VanSicklePhone #: 216-273-6863E-mail address: Jacob@bikecleveland.orgGo to next slide.

http://webike.org/
http://webike.org/


• Participants: Police officers from 
across Northeast Ohio. We train 
30-40 police officer each year. 
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County:  All 
(All districts) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As of 2018 Bike Cleveland has trained 160 police officer from across Greater Cleveland how to enforce laws to prevent bicycle and pedestrian crashes that most commonly result in serious injury or fatality. The program includes resources at BikeCleveland.org/enforcement and a two-day course. In addition to in-class training the course gets officers out on bikes so they can experience real world issues people on bikes face.Law enforcement officers don’t enforce laws that they don’t know and they don’t enforce laws that they can’t defend – yet they are the only people who enforce laws, both for bicyclists and motorists, to improve bicycle safety.Because officers are in contact with pedestrians, bicyclists and motorists on a daily basis, they are in a unique position to assist with and add credibility to community efforts to encourage walking and bicycling and improve overall safety.Most officers have never received any bicycle specific training and do not know the leading causes of bicycle crashes in their community. WE BIKE’s goal is to prevent crashes and enhance traffic safety. Pedestrians and bicyclists are the weakest members of the traffic environment and they deserve protection, especially when they are following the law.Bike Cleveland’s training in partnership with WE BIKE provides essential law enforcement expertise to ensure proper training for pedestrian and bicycle safety.More than 80% of pedestrian and bicycle crashes with motor vehicles involve less than twenty different violations of the law. If officers enforce correct pedestrian, bicyclist and motorists behaviors, they will prevent crashes before they happen.The law enforcement training allows for better enforcement for motorists, pedestrians and bicyclists. Heightened awareness among law enforcement officers of these violations can lead to better enforcement of laws, modeling of good behaviors, recognizing and taking advantage of teachable moments with pedestrians, bicyclists and motorists.



• Benefits, Goals and Results: 
Trained over 160 police officers 
with the goal of reducing bike/ped 
crashes.  

• Transferability: This program is 
implemented in city’s across the 
United States. Locally, thanks to the 
success we have seen in Cleveland, 
the program has taken place in 
Richland and Lorain counties with 
funding from ODOT. 

County:  All 
(All districts) 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Use slide #3 to describe any additional benefits to your community, clients, organization or unique elements.Use NOTES to elaborate on these details and tell stories from this program.  Tell us who’s using this trail/lane.  What’s changed in the community or for the clients?



County:  All 
(All districts) 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Use this NOTES section of slide #5 to tell us anything else about this program which makes it stellar.  Especially think of Best Practices and Lessons Learned worth sharing with other communities & organizations .  Tell us:Instructor/leader qualifications required?  If so, what are they? Yes instructor required. There are 11 police officers across Cuyahoga County who have gone through our instructor training course. In addition for the on-bike components a League Of American Bicyclist Certified Instructor is required. Equipment needed? Bikes, helmets, training manual. The setting:  Can take place in urban, suburban or rural environments. Who was the Program Champion (individual or organization): Bike ClevelandProgram Story:  describe program goals, rationale, challenges, solutions, etc.: Each year cyclists and pedestrians are needlessly injured or killed on our roadways. In Ohio in 2018 bicycle fatality crashes went up 5% and pedestrian fatality crashes went up 2%. All of these fatalities are preventable, and a key component to preventing them is enforcement of laws that most commonly result in crashes. This training is meant to educate police officers about those laws, how to enforce them, and to give them a perspective of being a pedestrian and a bicyclist. Any Future Steps? We are developing a roll call training that can be presented in 15 minutes to entire police departments. We are also developing a pocket-guide of bike/ped/motorist laws as a quick reference for police officers.
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